
Material n/s

Width x Depth x Height 19 x 11 x 9.5 cm

Power Output (RMS) n/s

Colour Black

- Listening pleasure with state-of-the-art technology: hiss-free and digital with DAB/DAB+,
but also with conventional FM reception
- Clearly arranged eye-catcher: the high-contrast VA display makes operation easy and
looks good
- Type A USB connection with max. 2.4 A: while you recharge your own batteries, your
smartphone or tablet will also be ready for use again the next morning thanks to Power
Charge
- Start the day with your favourite station and two alarm memory slots: it can be set for
both wake-up times whether the alarm is to sound only once, daily, on work days or at the
weekend
- Easily stream music from your smartphone, tablet, notebook and PC via Bluetooth
- The intensity of the backlight adapts automatically to the current light conditions thanks
to the sensor, ensuring the display is always perfectly legible and does not dazzle you
- The two direct selection buttons allow you to store your favourite stations and find them
without searching
- For everyone who wants to simply listen to DAB+ without any fuss: with control dial for
intuitive operation
- Completely on trend with fabric-covered speaker
FM/DAB/DAB+
- Noise-free listening pleasure with an extensive array of DAB+ stations
- Multiple stations can be received across Germany along with a range of regional radio
stations in digital quality
- 30 local favourites memory slots each for FM and DAB/DAB+
Connections
- Update port (micro-USB)
- Headphone jack
- Mains connection
- USB type A (charging function)
Technical Information
- Mains connection of 100 - 240V suitable for global use in combination with a country-
specific adapter
- Stereo sound 2 x 2W (rms)
- Fixed telescopic antenna
- Time synchronisation via the analogue or digital radio network
Miscellaneous
- Snooze function and sleep timer
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